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Mission statement: Deliver 
public safety coverage that…

• … acknowledges how our past coverage has 
distorted perceptions in our communities by 
highlighting crimes in some neighborhoods 
without providing commensurate coverage of 
the richness of lived experience there. 

• … commits to repair of our relationship with 
diverse communities and of the damage our 
past approaches have wrought. 

• … serves the needs of the communities most 
affected by crime and by the impact of policing 
tactics.



Mission statement: 
Deliver public safety 
coverage that…

• … overall is less reactive to 
information put out by police 
and more enterprising and 
more embracing of needs, 
concerns and solutions in our 
cities and towns.



How are we adjusting our coverage?

Our steps:
• Eliminate stories about crimes that we won’t follow up on.
• Stop writing “police briefs.” Either an individual crime or situation has 

broad public interest, or it does not. And if it does, we should create a 
fully reported story with context and multiple voices.
• Put more focus on significant crimes to which we can bring unique 

reporting – viewpoints from the neighborhood; context on the 
prevalence of the crime; voices of those victimized by crime; how 
those accused become trapped in the penal system cycle; and how 
readers can protect themselves.
• Ensure our work has value to impacted communities.



How are we adjusting our coverage?

Our steps:
• Include other voices in our crime coverage. The practice in journalism is 

to use police statements, reports and comments as THE authority 
when reporting in crime news. What community perspectives and 
expert perspective can we add?
• Avoid sensationalistic adjectives and detail that damage our credibility.
• Rely on social media as a public service to publicize some items of public 

value that don’t warrant stories (police seeking info on a case, for 
example).
• Don’t write for spectators.



Think about the impact of our stories

Keep in mind:
Be conscientious. When to pull back and think
• Consider impact of story text, headlines, photos, cutlines, 

social media, alerts, SEO fields
• Every word matters. Don’t lead audience to an assumption.
• Background on victim or suspect – Pursue due diligence, but only use 

if clearly relevant to public.
• Tips not vetted yet — Is this story more complex? Needs context? 

Needs direct sourcing?



How are we handling mugshots?
Our steps:
• Stop using police mug shots in all but the rarest of instances.
• Mug shots should be used only when, after a discussion involving diverse journalists, consensus 

develops that there is value in publishing one (exs. a state legislator’s mug shot after a DUI arrest; 
a murder suspect sought in a manhunt).

• In the rare instances we do use a mug shot, never publish it as main art within story or in top 
spots on website or as centerpiece on a print page. Locator photos or stock photos should be the 
main art.

• Be aware and alert of which police agencies release mug shots, or not, and of whom, or not.
• Photos shot in a courtroom are better, but should be framed in a way that does not imply guilt ex. 

Person is clearly handcuffed or shackled, clearly in a prison jumpsuit, etc. Head-and-shoulders 
shot, speaking to a lawyer or judge, or photo of them in street clothes during a trial are all 
acceptable. These can be main art.

• At all points we should endeavor to gather art that conveys the human impact of the crime



Where do the planners fit in?

• Planners should be aware of five hard-and-fast rules:
• No mugshots unless it is a matter of urgent public safety, same with most courtroom 

photos of defendant
• No police or court logs
• No exploitative images
• Arrest stories should be limited to major crimes and matters of public safety.
• If suspects/defendants are named in a story, the newsroom MUST follow up on the 

case in court through to its conclusion
• As a planner it is your job to watch for these five hard and fast rules and 

flag planning desk leadership if you feel they are not being followed, or if 
you have questions about whether a story should be written. You may also 
ask newsroom leadership about mugshot use in stories.


